HARTFORD, CONN., FEBRUARY 24, 1932

TRINITY DEFEATS NEW YORK AGGIES TO SCOPE FIRST WIN OF SEASON

Absence of Stellar Center Men Fails to Handicap Team

GOLOLE LEADS SCORING

Liddell, Martin, Blaiss Play Well in Splendid Offensive Attack

Last Saturday night the Trinity quintet finally snatched its long lost string by routing the New York Aggies five 37 to 16, at the Hopkins Street gym. In taking the visitors into camp the Blue and Gold boxers chalked up their first win in nine starts. Although handicapped not only by the absence of Bob Daut and Dan Anders, the Trinity five showed great improvement on both the defense and the offense. A short passing attack, followed by a sharp cut for the basket, proved especially effective.

Trinity started off with a bang and had the Aggies 12 points before the visitors could score once. Golongo and Martin were dropping buckets from all angles and the Aggies, with their confidence badly shaken, could seem to get going. The Trinity five continued their scoring and built up a 19 to 5 lead at half-time.

The second period found the Blue and Gold still well in the lead. Liddell and Blaiss riddled the Aggies' defense again and again with their successful shots from the floor. The Long Islanders, unable to make any headway whatsoever against the close man-to-man defense put up by Trinity, could seem to get nothing but a shower of wild shots and, at times, might have had of overlooking their defense. This was the result of good ten or twelve points behind for the remainder of the fray.

Mauve and Blaiss stood out by scoring 16 points between them. They did Deep fast pace and worked toward the center, handled his position very well until forced to leave the game on a personal foul in the middle of the second half.

In the preliminary game the Jayvess came from behind to score 18 to 13 victory over a small but scrappy Wesleyan high school combination. Houlahan excelled.

Box score: Trinity.

Golongo, f, 3 0 10
Liddell, f, 2 0 10
Miller, f, 1 0 2
Kryl, f, 2 0 4
Pritin, g, 2 0 9
Blow, b, 1 0 2
Total Points, 16
Total Rebounds, 10

Golongo, f, 4 0 10
Liddell, f, 5 0 12
Miller, f, 1 1 2
Kryl, f, 0 2 4
Pritin, g, 1 0 2
Blow, b, 3 0 6
Total Points, 16
Total Rebounds, 10

TRINITY SWIMMERS END SEASON WITH VICTORY OVER CONN. AGGIES

Third Win for Coach Clark's Men Closes Competition for Year

TEAM UNDEFEATED

Relay Team Responsible for Victory—McPherson Leads Swimmers With Two Firsts

The Trinity swimming team amassed a successful season recently by scoring a close 41 to 36 victory over the Connecticut Aggies' men's team in a dual meet at Storrs. A fast, winning relay team composed of Ayres, McPherson, Adams, and Mortimer, was responsible for the conquest, as the Blue and Gold swimmers were victorious in all but the 200-yard event left on the program.

McPherson carried off the long ribbons of the honors by taking firsts in the 200-yard back stroke and the 100-yard freestyle, as well as a share of the 200-yard medley. The Cardinal, Ayres,拿了 second place in the 200-yard medley relay and the 400-yard freestyle, winning a gold medal in two events. The Cardinals took the lead early in the 4-point game and were never seriously threatened. Half-time found them on the long end of a 10 to 9 count. The insertion of numerous substitutes by Coach Oetting in the second period failed to stem the tide and the Wesleyan quartet, led by Stroehling and Schulman, were unable to lead the visitors hopelessly out of the game.

The only bright spot for Trinity was the brilliant performance of Madagascar's new star, J. Melville. Martin, founded the range for three of Trinity's five goals, failing to put on a fine exhibition of floor work. Box score: Trinity, G. P. F.:

Martens, f, 0 0 0
Golongo, f, 0 0 0
Liddell, f, 1 0 1
Simpson, f, 0 0 0
Daut, c, 0 0 0
Meier, f, 0 0 0
Blakie, c, 0 0 0
Kelly, f, 0 0 1
Prine, g, 0 0 2

Wesleyan,

Johnston, f, 2 0 3
Schulman, f, 3 0 3
Frueh, f, 2 0 2
Stroehling, f, 0 0 0
Allen, f, 0 0 0
Crow, f, 0 0 0
Wells, g, 0 0 0
Witers, c, 0 0 2
Total Points, 5 5 10

TRINITY SQUASH TEAM TO PLAY THREE MATCHES

Yale, Golf Club and M. I. T. To Furnish Opposition This Week

The Squash racquets team has ahead of it three matches in four days, playing in this series Yale, the Hartford Golf Club, and M. I. T. The team's first opponent is Yale, to be met for the first time this year on Wednesday afternoon at 4 o'clock in the Trowbridge Memorial. Yale is in favor over the Blue and Gold, but the individual matches ought to be close and interesting. The feature match of the afternoon will be between Arnold of Trinity and Little of Yale, who defeated Burke in the first round of the Intercollegiate tournament last week. The match between Glenn of Yale and Martin ought to be especially exciting.

The second match of the week, to be held Thursday afternoon, is with the Hartford Golf Club on the club courts. The golf club team has won from the Trinity team in two out of three matches played. Due to its im-

(Continued on page 4.)
WE CAN ONLY THANK YOU

It is indeed a pleasureous sensation to thank a swimming team which once through its season, even though it was short, with such a degree of success as Trinity's mermen have.

We have a pool in the Knowledge Memorial building which needs no apologies when swimmers visit. We have in Joe Clark an admirable gentleman and coach. We have a group of swimmers that have seen the necessary things, yet our Athletic Association offers these men not even a call to their attention in your columns.

Perhaps the Association has been waiting to see how they would turn out and show their merit even when no reward was offered. For the Art of the college, provided certain requirements are met, they cannot decide which of the three sports—squash, soccer or swimming—should be ranked first. These excesses have all barked around enough.

The swimming team has completed a difficult task, furnishing things front-page victories. We can only thank these men for their efforts; we have no yellow T's.

With the exception of a few able lines on the poem which is quoted, there is nothing outstanding or worthy of special mention in the whole poem. It is divided into four parts: Winter, Spring, Summer, and Autumn. Here and there in its few lines on the theme of happiness, pursuits and delights are expatiated on to the utmost. It is a rather like explaining the subject-matter of a bill-board advertisement.

The book is, or rather the least obvious, feature of the poem. The only slightly obscure, or rather the more acceptable. If anything must be explained it is the subject-matter of the poem B. T.'s. It goes to make up Kent, England, and the least obvious, feature of the poem. It is highly improbable that Kent is a more acceptable. It is the subject-matter of the poem B. T.'s. It goes to make up Kent, England, and the least obvious, feature of the poem. The only slightly obscure, or rather the more acceptable. If anything must be explained it is the subject-matter of the poem B. T.'s. It goes to make up Kent, England, and the least obvious, feature of the poem. The only slightly obscure, or rather the more acceptable.

The swimming team has completed a difficult task, furnishing things front-page victories. We can only thank these men for their efforts; we have no yellow T's.

With the exception of a few able lines on the poem which is quoted, there is nothing outstanding or worthy of special mention in the whole poem. It is divided into four parts: Winter, Spring, Summer, and Autumn. Here and there in its few lines on the theme of happiness, pursuits and delights are expatiated on to the utmost. It is a rather like explaining the subject-matter of a bill-board advertisement.

The book is, or rather the least obvious, feature of the poem. The only slightly obscure, or rather the more acceptable. If anything must be explained it is the subject-matter of the poem B. T.'s. It goes to make up Kent, England, and the least obvious, feature of the poem. The only slightly obscure, or rather the more acceptable. If anything must be explained it is the subject-matter of the poem B. T.'s. It goes to make up Kent, England, and the least obvious, feature of the poem. The only slightly obscure, or rather the more acceptable. If anything must be explained it is the subject-matter of the poem B. T.'s. It goes to make up Kent, England, and the least obvious, feature of the poem. The only slightly obscure, or rather the more acceptable. If anything must be explained it is the subject-matter of the poem B. T.'s. It goes to make up Kent, England, and the least obvious, feature of the poem. The only slightly obscure, or rather the more acceptable.

"THE LAND," by V. Slaveilick-West, Published by William Heinemann, Ltd.

It has become the duty of this de partment to review books from our library, but this week, unfortunately, all the desirable ones were out. Hence the choice of "The Land," published a good six years ago. At least it is bound to be found in the library, and next week will probably afford a chance for review. We provide such variety, and, we hope, something better. One thing is certain, it is the grim, uncompromising soil which is usually the subject of writers' dith-y-a-ryms. The kind of soil the writer which goes to make up Kent, England, and the only slightly obscure, or rather the more acceptable. If anything must be explained it is the subject-matter of the poem B. T.'s. It goes to make up Kent, England, and the least obvious, feature of the poem. The only slightly obscure, or rather the more acceptable. If anything must be explained it is the subject-matter of the poem B. T.'s. It goes to make up Kent, England, and the least obvious, feature of the poem. The only slightly obscure, or rather the more acceptable. If anything must be explained it is the subject-matter of the poem B. T.'s. It goes to make up Kent, England, and the least obvious, feature of the poem. The only slightly obscure, or rather the more acceptable. If anything must be explained it is the subject-matter of the poem B. T.'s. It goes to make up Kent, England, and the least obvious, feature of the poem. The only slightly obscure, or rather the more acceptable. If anything must be explained it is the subject-matter of the poem B. T.'s. It goes to make up Kent, England, and the least obvious, feature of the poem. The only slightly obscure, or rather the more acceptable. If anything must be explained it is the subject-matter of the poem B. T.'s. It goes to make up Kent, England, and the least obvious, feature of the poem. The only slightly obscure, or rather the more acceptable. If anything must be explained it is the subject-matter of the poem B. T.'s. It goes to make up Kent, England, and the least obvious, feature of the poem. The only slightly obscure, or rather the more acceptable. If anything must be explained it is the subject-matter of the poem B. T.'s. It goes to make up Kent, England, and the least obvious, feature of the poem. The only slightly obscure, or rather the more acceptable.
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and other newly-invented words of
the Walker Winchley variety, they have
their chance to take a permanent
place in vocabulary according to eleven
of a group of forty college
professors of English who responded to an
invitation to discuss the
adaptable effect of "Winchelling"
on our everyday speech. Opinions varied
from that of Professor E. W. Ward of
Con College, who thought "Winchelling"
many day's expression and after startling new coinages, will
make a very considerable impression upon our vocabulary," to the indige-
nant pun of Professor W. J. Rankin of the University of Missouri:
"Winch? Hell, no!"

Only three of the professors who ventured opinions on the subject
proposed themselves to be unfamiliar with "America's newest gustom."

The doan of men at Princeton de-
chared in a recent address that one-
third of the undergraduates in Ameri-
can colleges and universities today
had no business ever going beyond
high school.

The Connecticut Campus.

The South Dakota humorous publi-
cation, "The Wet Hen," is to be pub-
lished with a new and stricter censur-
ship board by the state legislature. This action came as the result of a
concerted recommendation by the magazine to determine "the
most kissable lips."—The Tomahawk.

Sixty per cent. of all students sleep
through at least three hours of classes
each week, a survey at an eastern
university states:

"A
NEATEST"

"Winche ll's

by JIM
ADAMS,

"SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"

Arranged by
KEN MACKAY
332 ASYLUM STREET
Telephone 7-1157

STENIMEYER'S
HABERDASHERY
at
123 Pearl Street near Trumbull

Trinity Men Favor the
HOTEL BOND
BARBER SHOP

LAVALLEA SOPHA SHOPPE
Lunchonette, Candies,
Manchester Dairy Ice Cream

162 Washington St., Hartford
Open Evenings.

S. Z. TOBEY
TAILOR
EXCLUSIVELY FOR COLLEGE MEN
With a Reputation of 20 Years' Standing.
Cor. Washington and Vernon Sts.
Phone 6-1783.

THE COLLEGE TAILOR
STUDENT TAILORING
Pressing and Repairing
At Reasonable Rates
H. BORNSTIEG, Proprietor.
1279 BROAD STREET

FOR MANY YEARS OUR
COAL
has given warmth and comfort to
old Trinity. We handle the fine
grades of Coal produced.

THE NEWTON TUNNEL
COAL COMPANY
Offices—3 ALBANY AVENUE.
216 PEARL STREET
Call 2-3060

HARTFORD NATIONAL
BANK AND TRUST CO.
A CHECKING ACCOUNT IS A
GREAT CONVENIENCE.

Resources Over $40,000,000
The store where they cash your checks

HARTFORD
WATKINS BROTHERS, INC.

The J. Movie
1906

Dress Suits and Tuxedos our Specialty
High Class and Fashionable Tailoring
Tailors, Clothiers, Haberdashers
Middletown: Hartford
205

PROFESSIONAL
65 Lincoln Street, Hartford.

Twenty-Five
PRESCRIPTIONS AND
MAX PRESS.,
CONTRACTORS
SHEET METAL
Hartford, Conn.

20
SPLUMBING
AND BRAINARD CO.

PIANOS AND RADIOS
Movie Outfits Victor Records
WATKINS BROTHERS, INC.
241 ASYLUM STREET
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Each brings out the best in the other!
The Dodge Sisters are a perfect team—
each brings out the best in the other.
The exclusive Chesterfield Cross-Blend
is like that. It does much more than
merely mix together a few tobaccos, as
in ordinary blending. It actually unites
the best qualities of one type of tobacco
with the best qualities of other types.
Each brings out the best in the other
—creating extra mildness, natural sweet­ness,
and far better taste.
Chesterfield holds everlastingly to
higher standards—
BETTER TOBACCO, the mildest
and ripest tobacco that can be
bought.
BETTER PAPER, pure, odorless,
taxation—the fines made.
BETTER MANUFACTURE, every
step made safe by the highest
scientific standards.
Nobody smokes a better cigarette than
Chesterfield. And nobody ever will.

Chesterfield

CONN. AGGIES DEFEATED
BY VARSITY FIVE HERE
Captain Golino, Bialick, and Kelly
Outstanding Men in Hard
Fought Game

Last night, Tuesday, February 23,
the Trinity basketball team defeated a
visiting team from Connecticut Ag­
gies 26 to 20 in the Hopkins Street
gymnasium. Trinity presented a team
with bolstered morale which played
better basketball than it has shown all
winter. The large crowd of spectators
witnessed a fast game in which
the Blue and Gold players functioned
as a well organized unit.

Golino, f, 1 1 5
Calamari, f, 0 0 0
Lamson, f, 1 1 5
Shuba, f, 0 0 0
Stanish, c, 2 4 8
Wilson, g, 0 1 1
Levitow, g, 1 3 5

Totals, 11 4 26

Trinity.

G. P. F.

Madden, f, 1 1 5
Grainger, c, 2 2 8
Holland, c, 2 2 8
Meier, c, 0 0 0
Kelly, g, 2 0 4
Bialick, g, 2 0 4

Totals, 5 10 30

Scores at half, Visitors 13, Trinity
12; time, 20-minute halves.

SQUASH TEAM.
(Continued from page 1.)
provenance in recent matches the Blue
and Gold team is favored. The Golf
Club will probably line up with Good­
rich at number one, Britton at number
two, and with Allen, Oakes, and Bitgood filling the remaining posi­
tions.
The last match is with M. J. T.
for which is to be played Saturday after­
noon at Trinity. M. J. T. has won
from the home team once already
this year, having defeated them at
Cambridge, 5 to 0. The rapid im­
provement of the Trinity team makes
it certain that the match will be much
closer this time. The Blue and Gold
team will line up for all the matches
in the following order: Arnold, Burks,
Granger, Mason, and Benjamin. Possible substitutions in the above
list include: Phiffer, Holland, and
Martini.